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EXPERT SOLICITORS IN 
MOTOR OFFENCES

Companies who employ taxi or lorry drivers*  
need to be aware that if a member of their team 

compromises the safety of others, there are 
considerable consequences for all concerned.

*Safety critical worker - defined by law as an individual who may compromise their ability to undertake a 
task defined as safety critical, thereby posing a significant risk to the health and safety of others.

FREE
Breathalyser



For any employer a worker involved in a drink drive incident can 
be a nightmare. As an employer of drivers you could potentially 
have legal liability and in a worse case scenario, potentially face a 
Corporate Manslaughter action or hefty fine if you haven’t taken 
steps to demonstrate your duty of care. Frightening thought? We 
think so too. That’s why we want to help you help your drivers  
and in turn protect you and your business.

The penalties for workers found guilty of alcohol-related driving 
offences range from disqualification and fines to hefty prison 
sentences so we are pleased to be able to offer you our in-car 
alcohol breath testing kit completely free of charge. 

You can contact us for more kits** and between us we can try and 
keep your drivers on the right side of the law.

Whilst you think about that, how about taking some time to update 
your employment contracts to ensure they are taking account of 
the latest drink/drug driving legislation? Our expert employment 
team work closely with the motoring offence team, led by Director 
Jeremy Sirrell, and are specialists in the transport sector. 

Jeremy Sirrell – JeremySirrell@palmerslaw.co.uk
Having an uniquely wide experience of the criminal 
justice system, Jeremy is able to advise on all matters 
relating to road traffic work from the simplest and 
most minor to the most detailed, complex and 
serious matters.

Call us today to find out how we can help keep you and your 
drivers on track and safe behind the wheel.

**While stocks last

Did you know: more than 8,000 people a year are 

killed or injured as a result of drink driving.

Did you know: a third of older motorists are caught  

the morning after they have been drinking.
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